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Letter 224a
The Iron Man Anointing
2013-12-09
Dear Dan,
After Letter 224 was written, audio recorded, and prayed, there was even more victory. But
between Letters 214 and 224 I had to wrestle with many of Satan’s resources, include the
same top two Lieutenants, his two angels that minister Ignorance and Apathy, that had
appeared in my kitchen almost Hifteen years ago.
Sometime after writing Letter 214 but before writing Letter 224, I was at Starbucks
preparing to write another letter. I don’t remember which one, but I remember there was a
whole lot of opposition.
But, I have learned over the years that making even the feeblest effort at obeying the Holy
Spirit will actualize the Scripture where it says;

"

“DRAW NEAR TO GOD AND HE WILL DRAW NEAR TO YOU.”
James 4:8a

After getting my coffee and taking my seat to start typing, I felt another supernatural
sensation around my body. It was as if a force Hield had been activated around my entire
body. Angel Gabe said to me that angels Mark and Luke had surrounded me with their
presence to create a complete body shield, or what I have come to term as the “Iron Man
Anointing”.
So encased, I was able to write the letter through to completion regardless of any satanic
assault.
Within a day after Letter 224 was prayed, angel Gabe told me that the Angel of The Lord
had chased Satan’s armies assigned to the PaciHic Northwest to somewhere out over the
PaciHic.
But that’s not all. At work during high pain episodes which also result in premature muscle
fatigue, I have been helped* by angels Gabriella and Gabe. They sometimes act as sort of an
“exoskeleton” and actually help my arms, legs, and body to move so I can walk and get the
work done. While the feeling can be somewhat “spacey” it is also way cool.
But then, after this, Gabe said something that really got me torqued off at him. He wasn’t
wrong in what he said, but it was just that I thought the war was over, at least for a while. So
my anger came from my own assumption that things were complete when he started to tell
me of the other evil spirits that Satan has at his disposal.
Angel Gabe began to tell me that the Armies of Satan that have been chased away are not
the Devil’s only resources. The satanic armies that were chased away are dedicated to
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opposing the Gospel. There are other angels the Devil has assigned to promote various evils
of all kinds.
I am still learning how to deal with these other resources of hell.
*Their help is one of God’s answers to my routine prayer that I have prayed at (G6) over the
years. Most of the time I pray for only two things;

"

HELP, and MERCY.

Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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